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JR.-SR. TICKETS
ARE $2.00

CONCERT SUNDAY
AT 3 P. M.
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Charlie Baum Booked For Jr.-Sr.
Jews, Catholics, Protestants II
Hold Inter-Faith Conferance
University Y. M. And Y. W. And Local Officials
Cooperate On Program Sunday And Monday;
To Feature Round Table

s eaker

P

1 Comes Direct
From Buffalo
Engagement

150 Musicians Give Concert In Auditorium At 3 p.m.;
Combined Group Will Appear In Bluff ton
At 8:15 Sunday Evening

Features 14 Musicians;
Play Sweet, Swing
Equally Well

Jews, Catholics and Protestants will meet in Bowling
Green Sunday, Feb. 9, for a religious conference in observance of brotherhood and inter-faith understanding.
A special session is being arranged for students by The
Westminister Club of the First Presbyterian Church with
the University Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. cooperating. Repre-

Appearing for the first time this year, the University
concert orchestra, combined with the orchestras of Bluffton
College and Manchester College, will present a program of
varied classical music in the University auditorium Sunday
at It p. m.
This is the first time that Bowling Green has partici-

Final n e g o t i a t ions are
being made by a committee
'headed by junior class President Don Mason to bring
[Charlie Baum, master of the
keyboard, and his 14 piece
band here to play for the annual Junior-Senior prom,
Saturday evening, Feb. 22.

>S'entatives from student Christian
onus ationa of Bluffton, Ohio

University Plays
Host To County
Publishers Feb. 7

jB. G., Manchester, Bluffton
Orchestras To Play Sunday

Northern. Findlay, Heidelberg. Ob-

-—
n |-

■

• pated in a tri-school concert. The
combined group will include 160
student musicians and will play
a two hour concert.
The program will include "Pomp
and Circumstance" by Edgar and
Schmidt; "Largo." by Bach; Beethoven'a "Symphony in C;" "Thorn
c. j
» c
it "
Rose Walts," "Suite No. I," by McStudents Carry 12 Hours ,„„„,.„. ..The Enchant.* castle"
Exempt From Absence j by Hadley; "Evening Prayer,"
Rules
'rom 'he opera Hansel and Gretel;
and "Varspeil," from Die Meister, .

—

•

85 Upperclassmen

On Dean's List For
Three Point Honor

erlin and Toledo will attend.
DR. E. R. CLINCHY
Hu<;o 4*teX*
Signed contracts harr been sent
A fellowship dinner at 5:30
Director of lh« Natioaal Con
p. m. Sunday ia being planned by hfwaaa .1 CMrikM *■* Jew*, to the William Morris Agency of
On tour of the United States
Erma
Lonrahore, Weatminiater Dr. E.«r.tt R. Clinchy, above, will | Chicago for their Anal approval. and planning to visit Mis* A.
president; George Dickey, Marion participial* ■■> <"• inter-faith COB- I Maestro Baum will come here Wrey Warner and Julita Ingold
Prout And Ockerman To Archbold. Esther Burner and Mary feranc* to be held In Bowling 1 after closing a successful engage here, Hugo Balso has agreed to
I'tit nt the Statler Hotel in Ruf-lgive a piano recital toinorow •»«•
Elisabeth Beattie, Westminister Green Sunday.
Speak Before N.O.P.A. members;
He hold, a Bachelor's d»gr»« falo. N. Y.. on Feb. 20. He will nine in tha auditorium.
Carl "Bourne, president
H* will be ••■■•ted by tha VarAt Banquet
Eightv-five upperclassmen; The orchestras from Manchester.
of the Y.M.C.A.; Roberta Hanline, from L«r«yette College ,'■ Mat- be traveling to open an engageare on the Dean's list for sec- linl.. and Bluffton will travel to
president of the Y.W.C.A.; Mary tar** dagrva from Columbia Uni- ment in the Hotel Baker in Dallas, sity Quartet.
versity and a Doctor's dagree from Texas on Feb. 26, and has conond semester. In order to get Howling Green by bus and autoNewspaper publishers from Honor Crowley and Robert Baron, Draw University.
on the Dean's list, a student mobile and reheats with the Bowlnorthwestern Ohio will be guests former editor of the Bee Gee News, i
Ha is tha author of "All in the sented to play a one night stand
must maintain an average of ing Green orchestra Sunday mornof Bowling Green State University
Three
outstanding
speakers, Name of God," and numarou* edu- here for the dance, according to
three point or better in all ing, after which they will be guests
Friday, Feb. 7. when the North- Father Harold Chilcote, Rabbi cational and religious magaaine Pr«Xy Mason.
work attempted antl in a min- of the University at a luncheon at
The band, a well founded orwestern Ohio Publishers' Associa- Samuel Gup and Dr. Everett R. articles.
imum of 12 hours.
Kohl Ball.
After their concert
ganization of 14 men. featuring
tion comes to the local campus for j clinchy, representing the three
1
Placement on the Dean's list here at 3 o'clock, the combined
the lender nt the piano, has gained
their annual mid-winter dinner major faiths, will lead a round
group
will
travel
to Bluffton, where
will
exempt
a
student
from
nbpopular
acclaim
in
both
the
midmeeting.
'tnble discussion Sunday afternoon.
west ami in the east. They have South American Pianist sence rules that were put Into ef- they will present an evening perDr. F. J. Prout. president of the Father Chilcote is Rector of St.
fect last semester. However, stu foriiinnrc at B:15.
recently played extended engageTo Visit Here On Tour
university and Harry Ockerman, | Ann's Parish, Fremont, and prodents abusing the Dean's list priThe orchestra will be under the
incuts in both the Painter House
head of the department of physi- fessor of sociology at Mary Manse
Of
United
States
vilege, may he taken from the list combined direction of Sidney llauin Chicago and the Hotel St. Regcal education and director of ath- College, Toledo. Rabbi Gup comes
is ill New York City.
~
.. upon the request of any professor enstein of Bluffton, Samuel I
letics, will speak briefly at the din- from the Temple Israel CongrcgaTickets for the dance are now
Hugh BalSO, Uruguayan, said
Students who maintained at least Flueeklger of Manchester, und E.
ner hall, men's dormitory, at 7 tion, Columbus. Dr. Clinchy, a First Knight And Rainbow 00 sale and mav bo sceurod from Jo be the most Outstanding pianist
a three point average' during the E. Smith of Howling Green.
p. m.
Presbyterian minister, is Director
Picture Added To
the
members
of
the
ticket
com£
South
America,
will
play
in
the
\ third concert will be given
past semester include: Gloria AnThe Wood County Republican,'«' *he National Conference of
Local Stables
mlttec headed by James Ludwlek. University Auditorium at I p. m. drew, Mnrian Archbold, James Feb. S2 in Manchester, Ind. The
local weekly, is cooperating with, Christians and Jews
tomorrow evening.
Bait?., Marguerite Burker, Rachel orchestral of Howling Green and
the university in arranging with
Co-chairman for the Bowling
Two horses, of the best strains
Mr. Italzo is coming to visit
Bluffton will travel to Manchester
JolitS Ingold, scholarship student Bougie. Paul Becker, Kathryn for a morning rehearsal, and conthe Association for the campus Green conference includes Henry H America, have recently been adBeekman,
Margaret
Bender,
DonReservations
for
the
Rappaport
for
Jews
Father
James
.,
,
,
„
,.,|
,.
o
(hp
slabl(>|
f
th(1
u
(l
n
from Uruguay, and has consented
meeting.
diis Ileindt, Hannah Blackburn. cert in the afternoon. The three
iv
rr
d inner should be made with Mar-, """""" f,'r c«,n»l'«. »'"' \,r- *! riding school, which is now making
Tod E, Brown, Dorthy Buck, directors will alternate in con'sorslnp of the lWt.A and »M(.A.
shhall N. Sherer. Republican Edi-; R- Siebens for Protestants. I» »d- |allll ,or „ bu8y 8pring season afRichard Camp. Sarah Charles. ducting; each directing the combind.tion, representative Bowling ((,r g succossful S(,Hson in the win.
Joan Coulon and Dick Jaynes are
tor.
ed group at his home school.
Green citizens were selected to co- , „howinKS
A report from the Registrar's
charge of the committee for Charles Close, Catherine Gossntino,
After the dinner the group will operate on the project: Mayor Al- (| rp.^,
No admission will he charged at
Mary Cossntino, Meredith Cramer.
, four ycar „,d office early this week showed that
KnigM
the concert.
be entertained at a varsity swim- va Bachman, Mrs, ML. llanna. ^^
Janet Cnim. Michael D'Asaro, Ag-,Sunday afternoon's concert; all
Min/g by Ga„ant K„ighi enrollment for the second semesSince coming to this country no* Drummer, Richard Dunlpace, I student and faculty membsn are
ming meet in the university nataSuperintendent 1 . L. Bowman. 3. throu(th Rex Pottvi„e and Bourbon ter has reached 1415.
he has played in New York for the
torium, when the local varsity A. Canary, President
This number is by no means the Harvard University Club and EloltS Dyer, Laura Ebersole, liar- Invited to attend the program,
King, top strains of American
meets Ohio Wesleyan University. Marshall Sherer ProL D. J. Crow- ^ ^ ' „„,, Rajn bow Picture, total enrollment. It does not in- played over CBS and NBS in old Edgar, Kuthry Ellsworth, Rus-j
The lounge room of the Women's ley. Ralph, J Weltm. E. J. Frowine
«,,,, grcy colt by The clude new students or graduate Hartford .Conn. On Sunday, Feb. |sell Knimans, Mary Fox, Anthony
gymnasium, which adjoins the na- . D. Halleck. Henry Neman, J I- ^.^ »
show al„0 throUKn Bour. students.
A complete report of 18, he will appear in Washington, Frances, Carol Fruth.
tatorium, also will be opened to on Priess, Mrs. C. R. Cook. Judge
Darl Gatchell, Gaylord Qroff,
bon King, are the horses purchased. second semester enrollment will and on Feb. Hi he will play in the
the group.
E. K. Solether, Mrs. E. N. LittleThe addition of these finely bred he published when the Registrar's in the Good Will Concert in the Robert Habenstein. Max Hanke,
While the membership of the ton. Dr. Clyde Hissong, Rev. T. E.
report is complete.
New York Public Library. Later Dorothy Harris, Kermit Hartsler,
Association is confined primarily Winter, C. S. Harkness and Hen- horsese gives Mr. Hedden one of
Two murals, symbolizing public
the finest stables in northwestern
he will play in Rochester, Haver- Jerry Ileitman, Betty Hcndrick
to the counties of Defiance, Fulton, ry Cross.
Ohio, and one of the finest student
ford, and New Haven, and .fill be son, Lucille Hilty, Betty Holcomb, education and university living,
Hancock, Henry, Lucas, Paulding,
Dr. Clinchy originated the dia- stables at any university. He is
Howard
Huffman,
Rachel
Huston,
are being painted in the second
heard again over NBS on March
Putnam, Van Wert, Williams, and logue discussions and pilgrimages
6. This is the first time that South Vincent Immcl, George John, Lu- floor lounge in the Women's
Wood, the invitation to the meet- of minister, priest and rabbi. The getting also a four year old gelding
cille
Jump,
Helen
Kear,
Ruth
KelBuilding.
American art has been brought to
ing is extended to any daily and movement resulted in the National and a five year old mare, both by
lermeyer, Gensviere Kellogg, MarDoris Maxim, B.F.A. from Yale
the U. S.
weekly publisher in northwestern Conference of Christians and Jews, San Juan.
jorie Kiger, Jean Kinney, Ruth School of Fine Arts, and Frances
Mr.
Hedden
is
now
training
a
"N.Y.A. students have come
Ohio. Wives of the publishers al- which maintains headquarters in
Kohls, Katherine Krusteva, Laur- Gaines, graduate assistant in the
drill team of eight horses for show through with excellent results,
so are invited.
New York City.
Evangelist Lester Coon ence Kuhl, Allen l*wis, Erma art department here, are the arpurposes, and the addition of these
The sole aim of the Conference, — hor|((,8 wi|, Kive him a broad(.r scholastically, during the first semJ. Everett Shumaker, West UnBetty Lowry, Newton tists. The murals will be painted
To Speak at Local Armory Longshore,
ity, Rtporttr, is president of the is to foster better understanding selection. Ten girls are eligible ester," Dr. H. B. Williams, director
Rochte, Eleanor Rupp.
on canvas sin egg tempera on gesPublisher's Association, and Vin- between religious sects and to make for the drill team, and Mr. Hedden of student employment stated in an
Francis Ruth, Al Sautter, Mar- so and will be mounted on the
lister Orville Coon, nationally
cent Taylor, Archbold Buckeye, is for a broader outlook on various says they are now better than some interview early this week. There
were 40 freshmen in the group. known evangelist will speak to- jorie Schlosser, Wndo Shank, Bev- north und south walls of the
creeds and faiths.
secretary.
riders he has seen in exhibitions.
Dr. Williams pointed out that night at the Bowling Green Ar- erly Sherman, Margaret Simpson, lounge.
Smith,
Helen
Sturgeon.
Sketches of the murals by Miss
The girls are: Marie Decker, Mar- out of 157 students employed on mory at 7:30 p. m. on "Earth's Jean
Frank Sxumlie, Wallace Uphoff, Maxjm Wcr<- approved by Prcsigaret Smith, Judith Wild, Virginia N.Y.A., only four will be forced Last Hour."
Alvin
Vaith,
Robert
Wayland,
i
,
Krout, Mary Frances Church, to drop the work because of low
dl n, Krank J. Prout late last week
This is Coon's second week in
Gwendolyn Scott, Norms Mahoney, grades.
Bowling Green. He has speeches Clayton Whitcomb, John Whit-. a„,| work will proceed immediateHarriet Wood, Glendnra Woods,
In regard to scholarship and em- scheduled tomorrow and Friday comb, Vera Whitcomb. Catherine |v
Wilcox, Keneln Winslow, Mildred j
p|„. north mural, dipieting DOSand Mary Louise Gilison.
ployment, the N.Y.A. Manual from nights also.
If he can secure a suitable room headquarters in Washington, D.
Students of history and current Wolf, Glendora Woods. James l.ud- j;,. education, will have in the
By JOHN BERCHMAN
Mr. Hedden plans to install a C. states: "Part-time employment 'uffairs will find it a valuable ex-'wick, Marjoric LeValley, Alta Mil- foreground symbols of reading
mechanical horse for instruction to students who fail to maintain perience merely in the contact with lor, Rosemarie Mirillian, Beatrice ani| w-riting; the background will
In a continuation of the series of of jitterbugging.
in mounting, dismounting and polo satisfactory standing in at least an evangelist and his "soul stir- Ruth, Ruby Smith, and Mary lie a mammouth eagle with wings
articles on what, the average stuHer favorite brand of cigarette playing.
' Strayer.
spread the total length of the
The mechanical horse three-fourths of their scholastic ring" sermons.
dent on the university campus has is divided between Chesterfieds, would be used to help students permural. Two students, a man and
work shall be discontinued." Furfor likes, pet dislikes, or just their Camels and Phillip Morris.
fect their weaknesses in horse-1 ther, it states, "Students partia woman, are the most prominent
opinion on the world in general a
Doesn't pay much attention to manMp and would be of invalua-, . {,
,„ the „tudent work pro.
figures.
cross section of ten members of the the war in general but hopes Eng- b,0 aid t0 the beg:inninK ri<ier, Mr. I
The south mural will symbolize
ha|1 be
gram „shall
be regul,ar Btudcnta
feminine population were inter- land will win and is definite against I jj^de,, sajd.
living after college, presenting
carrying at least three-fourths of
viewed b>; members of the staff and American intervention.
and laa normal schedule."
A normal
the following seems to be the genWould prefer to marry a college
three to
schedule is 15 hours work.
eral attitude of "Miss University" man but it would make no differ^^___
| four months to complete the murIn general, assignments for first
1941.
ence in her choice. When asked
semester N.Y.A. will continue durInvitations have been sent to j purposes and approach to univer- als, Miss Maxim said.
Her favorite dance band seems the difference in college men and
She has studied at the Pennsyling, the second semester, Dr. Wil- Bowling Green State University sity teaching
in
the
social
to be Glen nMiller with Tomm Dor- non-college men one reply was "the
liams stated. All students now em- to send representatives to a con-1sciences; and, (3) the develop- vania Academy of Fine Arts in
sey and brother Jimmy running only difference that I can see isn't
The immortal phrase "The 400" ployed will be expected to complete
Philadelphia
and Chester Springs.
ference for the consideration of ment of new courses by the uniclosely behind. Contrary to the between the ears, but in the "line" will take a new meaning on the
Miss Gaines received her B. A.
e
r
^ current
:T™! month
"lT:jL^Z
°n k-raduate work for teachers of so- verities
"stronger sex" attitude on hot mu- they all have!" (men please note.) campus aside from indicating a the
ending Feb. 10.
Third, consider the values and at Lake Erie College and a B.F.A.
cial science in secondary schools
hic she favors the smooth, melodic
Her favorite actor is Cary Grant self selected group of blue-bloods
from Yale School of Fine Arts.
Any student who expects to
tempo of "sweet swing" and is with Messrs. Taylor and Power of- whose forefathers came over be- withdraw from the University and which will be held in Columbus. methods of first-hand field invesstrongy against the passe art" fering strenous competition and fore the Mayflower, when grades has not notified Dr. Williams of- Friday and Saturday, Feb. 14 and tigations in the social studies area
Similar invitations were is- as an element in graduate work Swimmers' Ac Cards Must
her choice of a dramatic actress are issued by the Registrar's office. fice should do so at once. Twelve 15.
sued to the other four state uni- for teachers.
Mike Murphy To Lecture as was the case of her "campus According to figures compiled students
have already signified inBowling Green's representatives Be Signed By Dr. Brown
In Audit At 8: IS Tonight brother" is Bette Davis.
there early this week, exactly 400 tentions of dropping N.Y.A. work versities of Ohio; Kent State, are Dr. C. L. Rew, Secretary of
Miami, Ohio and Ohio State.
Next week it is hoped to further students collected at least one hour during the second semester.
Dr. W. H. Brown announces a
The conference, sponsored by the Committee on Graduate InMike Murphy, manager of the these articles with the faculty of F or one hour of GW during last
the Commission on Teacher Train- struction; Dr. Clyde Hissong, Dean new ruling in regard to securing
Findlay Airport and Flight In- opinion to complete the survey of semester's work. If you received
ing of the American Concil on of the College of Education; Dr. swimming permits. All new acstructor for the University avia- what this university thinks, acts, an F or a GW—your one of the
Education for the improvement of C. Glen Swanson, Instructor in tivity cards issued to students
400, but instead of blue-blood and
tion students, will relate some of and does.
teacher
education in Ohio, has Charge of Methods Course in So- must be signed before swimming
the Mayflower—its Blue Books and
the thrills he has experienced in
three
main
purposes. First, to cial Studies; Dr. L. A. Helms. classes may be attended.
exam
week.
Six students in an enrollacrobatic flying and will also give Four Debaters Will Go
Students whose cards
were
consider
the
present patterns of Head of Department of EconReport
from
the
same
office,
inment of 1600 made a straight
an informative talk on aviation
last semester may have
To Muskingum Saturday dicated that 55 students failed to A averatre in all work taken graduate requirements leading to omics; Dr. W. P. Holt, head of de- signed
when he speaks in the auditorium
partment of geography; Prof. their new activity cards stamped
maintain the average specified by during the first semester, ac- the Masters' degree, from the
at 8:15 tonight.
on presentation of them at the
David Habel, Bruce Sidebotham, the University Bulletin. On page cording to a report from the standpoint of their influence upon John Schwartz, head of departMurphy, who has recently won
the preparation of teachers of the ment of history and political health office.
the Freddie Lund trophy at the Robert Berardi, and Harry Psomas 29 of the latest Catalogue it states: Registrar's office.
science; and Dr. S. H. Lowric,
Students whose cards have not
The students include: Don- social studies in the public schools head of department of sociology, been signed before or who arc new
Ail-American Air Races in Miami, went to Heidelberg last Saturday the Dean of the College shall disFlorida, has been the first to win to participate in a practice debate miss any student (1) who fails to dus Berndt, junior; Mariorie of Ohio.
Second, consider how the pre- Since Dr. Hissong is Dean of the students wil lbe checked before
Debaters who will pass in at least half of bis work; Sutter, junior; Hannah Blackthe coveted trophy for the third tournament
College of Education as well as their cards arc signed. It is detime. Admission to tonight's talk go to Muskingum next Saturday or (2) who fails to earn at least burn, junior: Henrv.Stark, paration of social studies of teach- Chairman of Graduate Committee, sired that those who desire to have
ers
may
be
improved
through:
(I)
are
Lawrence
Kuhl,
Bernard
Ryj
two-thirds
as
many
quality
points
sophomore; Vera Whitcomb,
is free and all students are urged
selection
of
existing ' Dr. Rew will represent the Bowl- their cards signed to come early
to attend for an interesting eve- an, Marian Andrews, and McDon- j as the number of credit hours for senior; and Mary Crabill, better
and avoid a last minute's rush.
courses; () reconsideration of the ling Green committee.
na Siterle.
I which he is registered.
ning is promised.
freshman.

Hugo Balzo To
Give Concert
Tomorrow At 7

Purchase Of Two
New Horses Made
By H. G. Hedden

1415 Register For
Second Semester'" « - ».™™'^ ftffi"

Artists To Paint
Murals In Lounge

N. Y. A. Students
Get High Averages

Typical Co-ed Says Glens o. k.
But Jitterbugging Is Passe

Bowling Green Invited To
Study Ohio Social Science S^StB^f

Blue Book '400'
Sees Deep Purple

All A's!
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Fragments Of Thought

CAPT. tVWID H. NICHOLS

The Ohio Northern Review called
our attention to the following
poem, which we think merits reprinting.
"ONLY A NEWSPAPER GUY"
I see a man strut through a jam
in the hall,
Take a seat 'mid the speakers and
chat with them all
"la this Roosevelt?" I ask, "that
the crowd he defies?"
"No," says someone, "he's one of
the newspaper guys."

N JAMWW 1674, MM*.
AN O/ER NIGHT HORSEBACK
RIDE FROM DENVER TO
BOUUJeR, AMD BACK AGAIN
TO SECURE FUNDS TO MEET
THE STATE LEGISLATURES
DEMAND FOR MONEY BEFORE rr WOULD ESTABLISH THE UNIVERSITY OF
COLORADO AT BOULDER'

I sco a man pushing his way
through the lines
Of cops where a fire brightly glimmers and shines.
"The fire chief?" I ask, but a fireman replies,
"Oh, no, why that's one of (boa*
newspaper guys."
I see a man start on the trail of
a crook,
And he scorns all assistance but
brings him to book.
"Mr. Burns?" I inquire. Someone
scornfully cries:
"Burns? Naw, he's just one of
them newspaper guys."

The opinions expressed in the various sign- I see a man walk through the door
iif a show
ed oolumni of this paper are those of the
writer* and are not necessarily shared by the Where great crowds arc blocked
by the sign S. R. O.
Be* Gee News or any other group or individual.
"Is that Arliss himself that no
ticket he buys?"
"Well, hardly. He's one of those
newspaper guys."

NTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN TR/wELED OVER K>
TIMES THE DISTANCE FROM TME
EARTH 10 THE MOON IN ORDER lb BE
HOME FOR CURtSWlAS LAST YEAR./

By ALBERT L. BOUCHER

Once upon a time, a giant oak winch had
been uprooted by a storm wan borne down
a stream, on the banks of which many reeds
were growing. And the oak wondered how
they stood up. "Cease to wonder," said the
principal reed; "You were overthrown by
fighting against the storm, while we are saved
by bending to the slightest breath that blown."
. . . Cute, eh what? Now for the question. Is
democracy an oak or a reed? The answer
will be found in the history book of 1950!
I have to laugh. For
years the labor unions
have been decrying the
outrageous un-Americanism of the blacklist. And
it is a vicious thing. But
now comes the United
Automobile Workers and
a strike against the Al
lis-Chalmers corporation.
The union stands at the
entrance gate and takes
pictures of all those who
pass into the plant. As
the union president assures us, they will be
taken care of later. No doubt. Who knows,
perhaps Ihe blacklist isn't so un-American
after all.

Stop me if you've hoard this OM before. Rut
it se«ms that the Sultan «»f Turkey—I think
it was the Sultan, al least it was some big
shot—yes, the big shot of turkey was looking
for a new Prime Minister. So-o-o-o he toured
the country looking for the smartest guy
"IT WOULD BE BAD," quips the
around. Well, he finally found three men. all
I see a man knock on a president's
Daily Texan, "if some of these CAA
wizards. But he only wanted one Prime Mindoor
boys flunked a test, especially at 10.000;
,
Nf) AI)MITTANCE
By ANTHONY A. FRANCES
ister—see? Now what to do. I'll tell you.
feet
In more serious vein, there s a
i
.
|
.
C()mp t tP v i|inorP
He brought the three men tokether and blindEditor1! Sol,: At the $ufgttlion of Dr. Gnu II'. Allen,
deal of pro-and-conning these days pnUi, M„ MorKan lmit prjvlu.y'»
folded them. All right? Then he put a turkpro/eMOT
<»/
Knglinh
and
literature,
thin
ema\i
is
reprinted
American campuses about the merits
rights he denies?"
ish fez on each head, the color of which was
In i->. It Iran oriainallu icritten for one of his literature
of the federal government's flight train- "Morgan? Shucks! It's just one of
either red or blue. Do-ya-see-what-I-mean?
coin-Hen.
ing program for college students. Some those newspaper guys."
O.K. Now he takes off the blind fold and
editors have voiced flat opposition,,
How many men have you hearditea, snuff, gold and the trappings «ays, "all those who can see a red hat. raise
A
somp
WM <
b
others go "all out" in their praise.
! n<i
day V"
"
y ""'
say. "Some day I'll get away from of a rich civilisation go out to sea, his hand." Pause. They all raised their hand.
great streets of gold
The Tulanc Hullaballoo does neither,
all this and live out in the country built a primitive home and susAnd
see
a
man
enter,
unquestioned
but it raises some pertinent questions:
where I can breath, think and not tain themselves on the elemental
and bold,
"Are the institutions of higher learning
"A saint?" I"l inquire," and old be molested by society.?" How necessities of life.
serving their broad pur|x>ses in folmany men, in desperation, have
I find a striking example in my
I'ctcr'll reply:
lowing: the narrow aims of this enter- "Well, I should say not. He's a honed, but have not dared, to throw friend's friend who, like Thorcau,
up their hands and take the first built himself a cabin in the wilderprise?
Or should they protect their
newspaper guy."
train West? We find them in all. lies* and lived there alone full
Last week excerpts from various college
supporters from such exploitation? And
are they making their best contribution
—Adapted from an original by walks of life, dreaming of an iso- twelve months. It happened to be editorial- concerning Mexico were printed in
to peace by becoming cogs in the proTill Robinson, Cleveland Plain latcd dwelling in the wilderness in the Berkshire hills of western place of my usual attempt. Without trying
Charles
W.
where they may live a sane life and Massachussctts.
Dealer.
gram to prepare youth for war?" SimiWhittemore gives a complete ac- to suggest that the A.C.P. has not been fair
do the things they want to do.
lar questions are raised by the Lenoir
H'B an old, old story; has some- count of his year in the wilderneaa I would like to point out that the excerpts
Rhynean at Lenoir Rhyne college.
thing to do with the woods, a gun, in Scribiier'H Magazine for June, came from colleges located in the central and
Charging "they call it the CIVIL
a rod and reel, an axe, a pipe, a 1935. He calls the article "I Am middle part of America. As the comments
aeronautics authority, but they mean
dog and a few good books. It Rich!"
are nearly all conservatie and skeptical I
MILITARY aeronautics authority."
"I am alive, able to swing an
seems to be wound up in America's
wondered if A.C.P. were not giving an example
axe, healthy enough to perThe Daily Northwestern advises underdream shelf and if it were cataof mid-western provincialism rather than a
spire,, to eat, to drink and
graduates as follows >
"We neither AT THE CLA-ZEL . . .
logued it would bear the label
synthesis from College editorial opinion.
sleep well.
James Stewart is off on another "Things I always wanted to do."
recommend that you sign up for the
It is enough."
program nor that you shun it absolute- sparkling comedy in "Come Live It's like the man who says he will
It is impossible in this space to do any kind
It is the acme of what Ameri- of justice to Mexico, her problems and her
ly. We ask you only to recognize that With Me" playing tonight, tomor- stop smoking—but never does; like
you are, in effect, signing up for train- row and Friday. This time he's the man who vows he will get up cans would like American life to progress.
Broadly speaking we might say
be. They admire the simple life,
ing in the military air force of the na- with lledy I.aniarr, and what early Saturday morning—but lies
that Mexico primarily Indian-Oriental has sufbut
live
a
complex
one;
they
enjoy
would yon say to "Come live with in bad 'til noon; like the college
tion.
Be under no delusion that this
mo" in either case?
Good en- student who knows next semester nature and the country, but live fered Western exploitation nearly four hunis simply an easy and cheap way to tertainment.
dred years but has never
will be different—but next semes- in the city; they say, "Some day—"
learn to fly with no strings attached.
become Western in culSaturday's Double featureb rings ter liinl . him cramming again; like but that day never conies.
It isn't."
"Arknnsn*. Judge" starring Roy the dub on the golf course who
ture. The Mexican revoIf we were to broiise around into
It would appear from an Associated Rogers and Spring Byington, and sticks to the game because he hopes the biographies of other famous or
lutionary reforms which
Collegiate Ptvss survey that the pros "Whew Did You (let That OlrIT" his next score will break M iait Infiunoni men perhaps we could
so scare our mid-western
outnumher the cons. Hero are typical "tarring I n Errol and Helen blowa op on the fourteenth hole ""'I mow examples similar to those
cities are not basically
arguments of the former:
I'mrisii.
.mu willl|s up wilh ., ,15. jt.s n^ I mentioned. Bat these •hall tern
of hammer and sickle nawno
Cornell Daily Sun: "Actually the
''"'' """"'
havwil seen it a New Year's Resolution except !"»' purpose. At the same time.
ture. They are Mexican
r
,h
WB0
i 1
sc
il is
CAA is not concerned with developing
'"'
""'
" "' '" ''' ■' '"»>
not periodic, it's ran- notice that of the examples cited.
—as native as the Ma:
(;
Wltn
wlnd
wi
military pilots
It is training thou- "-''"" " "'"'
""'
" " rtantly hovering in the electric at- two aw rjotkloue, the work of a
guey plant. The fas, ism
s
<M.I«!S .\f rivili'uw vilio anmfl rfov mav
"'"'"" '"'"' """ '" ■ "mlted moaphow that surround man. novella* Only the last one, that
of the upper class If of
native specie also. Il is
.....
.
'•
.. u ,',
'"K" sierra
la the story ot a dream- and his personaliU. Sum- ""« n.m.itiNo.
for the Pleasure ami convie-nv ol it. It ,,:ll.
, ,.,„.„,. „.,,„ ,,(„.s h.„.k
And it would be true in a large
not Italian nor is it GerKmWl :um|mi| am| M,,„,k,
spi'll ..
man.
The simple anis very likely that never again will stu- to the gang and jewel-theivln.. i ins; magnificent obsession fellows number of easea, that moat of them
dents have an opportunity to learn tol Pic ends when he Is shot off a peak him, consciously or uncolUClously "OUM I"' mewly dreams Of men
imt not actual experience. Howi
fly under such ideal conditions."
'Sana's Plays Sunday and in all that he tl<»« I,
many men, besides Thorcau and
Michigan State News:
"Turning Monday and stan Humphrey Bo
Tins dream comet cloiea. to
,(,il
out of crack pilots mav have been the *■*] ""'
Lupino.
slipping off the American dream Whitteinore, can you name at the
original purpose ol the CAA courses.
Mjracloua screen comedy effect* shelf to become ■ reality In tail- moment who actually did go out
the woods alone to live? In
But it is in the sideline of arousing pub- "Jf* Introduced by the pie "Invisibl ing businessmen, in wage laborers into
,
In an effort to keep the student body Inwho Hnd their incomes static and '!»*■ ,lay and ■«° ,e takef. " "tro"K
Ik interest thai the program is really "','.'"•'" „ ""
,
M
s , , , lu M
khdr ,W,U1U
U
K
,lis haracter to throw up all he owns formed of what goes on in this fair world of
to live a primitive life. Wiiittc- ours, to aid in intellectual enlightenment( we
'
,?
r
""!
/
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^
'
JohnHUSwd'charluSel
"
""'
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'
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"
fog of the country's aerial defense is
""""«" appointed lovers who Bud people more is truely a courageous being.
got that phrase out of some book), ami to provital. Public understanding Of the aims AT THE I.YKIC . . .
obnoxious and civilization cruel, in
The lure of Nature and the
and realization of the needs for such al The 1940 Notre Dame football'I"'"''' :;x','-»t!v,'s *ho Mclare they simple life still remains a dream vide answers for those who go in quest of
move will remove the biggest stumbling squad appears In "Knute Roekne h"v""1." """""'.t0 9,)are and arc to the great majority of American knowledge, the Spigot hereby launches the
million-dollar
block that defense heads might oncount-! All-American" playing tonight;*"1' *2i ""*"government orders people. It is found in their con- Spigot Super-Survey, giving you nobody's
1
,and
tomorrow.
The
immortal
"
versation, in their songs, in their opinion on questions you never cared about in
er.
CAA flying schools are already
and miscellaneous civic duties.
literature, but not in their lives. the first place. The Super-Survey will seek
supplying much of that understanding Knute, America's greatest coach,
Walter
Heyst
in
Joseph
Conrad's
is plaed by Pat O'Brien. Gridiron
What kind of a people, then, is to sound out no one, for it is a truly indepenand realization."
novel,
called
"Victory"
plays
wizardry and a great man. Gale
The Aquinas, University of Scranton Pape co-starred.
the role of our American dream a people who worship an ideal but den survey, caring little for what the general
yet never find time or the nerve to
public,
and
students,
feels "that the benefits are obvious. For
Friday and Saturday, it's a man. Disgusted with civilisation, realise it?
think. If you want to
$25 the student is given training valued double feature, showing "Boss of disappointed in love he retreats
know that stuff, go have
at well over $400. Fear that students Bullion City" snd "King of the to the uninhabited island of Sama talk with Gallup. In
buran to live alone in a house he
would be edged into the army after com- Royal Mounted."
its efforts to get no
pletion of the course has been shown
Warren William is the lone wolf built himself where he has the sun,
opinions, this column
to be false by experience of the stu- in "Lone Wolf Keeps A Date." the sky, the stars, and the surf
will visit such moth
The date is Frances Robinson. as his friends and companions.
dents who are now licensed pilots."
From atop his look-out, the sea
eaten and spider webbed
STORRS. CONN. - (ACP) - An
The Kentucky Kernel: "CAA is per- Case of kidnappers. Pic plays Sun- breezo ruffling his hair, rolling
haunt-hangouts as the lienrollment decline in French
haps the best method available for day and Monday.
A superb cast takes James against the pole that flies his courses and a decided drop in Gerbrary and chapel, where
building a sound foundation for the
Hilton's famous book Lott Horizon colors, he watches the seasons go man class registrations at the Uniwe are sure we will be
army's air arm. There certainly is no
snd makes you
believe
and one by one, each running its versity of Connecticut are more
quite alone. And in the
method more democratic than that of J ^Heve in the movie of the same course, telescoping into the next than offset by an increase of more
depths of loneliness, we
CAA.
With aviation apparently des-' name_ Cast he,ded bv Ronald and returning again 12 months
than 100 per cent in enrollment in
shall give answers to
tined to play SO large a role in the Colman. Also John Howard. Mar- later with the regularity and punc- Spanish classes.
those questions chosen for their untimeliness
world's future, it is essential that some go, Thomss Mitchell, Edward Ev- tuality that is the mechanism of
It has become apparent, say uni- and lack of general appeal.
agency assume the responsibility of erett Horton, and Sam Jaffe. Story Nature.
versity officials, that the interest
In "Swiss Family Robinson" we in Spanish is based almost entirely
For question number one on the Spigot Sutraining youth for that future. And of the "Lost Horixon" where man
since aviation necessarily demands i„Jenjoy, perfect happiness and eter- ^ l+*2L&J£ES£*S: on a belief among students that per-Survey, we ware extra' choosy, as this
tion of a wealthy Englishman who
future relations with Latin Ameri- launches our career as survey sleuths. After
telligence, and since intelligent youthiinal "■'• Recommended.
suddenly announces to his family ca are likely to be much more inti- much dilly-dallying and procrastination (look
are most highly concentrated on the
~
that he has sold their luxurious mate than the United States pre- that word up if you want to know what it
campuses of the nation, it seems only Hunter Co-eds Prefer
home, that he has closed his busimeans—we had to), we finally decided that
just that the universities take the lead
Sandwiches, Chow Mein ness house and that they are leav- viously held.
Students in engineering, agri- the question most worthy of getting an anin schooling future pilots."
ing England to live on an isolated culture and other professional
NEW YORK. - (ACP) - At island in the South Seas. His fields showing new interest in Cen- swer, the question about which the student
Hunters College, the world's larg- family is startled and protests. He tral and South America, aw body has probably given least thought in these
times of stress and strain, is, quote, "Who put
"College Students compose the most est college for women, the average explains that his three sons are
searching for all available infor- the overalls in Mrs. Murphy's chowder!" Unconservative element in the country to- *"'rl prefers sandwiches to hot food growing up to be sops, not men. mation on those countries.
quote.
■
day, but the reason the public doesn't i'or ,unch. Tuna flsh, egg salad That they are pampered, soft,
Recently President A. N. JorBefore seeking an answer, let us analyse
know it is that it's only the 'crackpot' i8"*! ham are mo,t P°PUlarsheltered, and know nothing of gensen established a Latin-Ameristudent who makes headlines." Grin- . Am"ng «heh«t dishes show mein work much less how to work. His can seminar which meets once a the question. In the first place, how do we
neU college's new president. Dr. Samuel'.' i"°Zll,t7Z>,'"Tltf
.t.ndI
KJ,
"" ".'•" "*•*•»*«■•» week for two hours of lectures and know that there were overalls in Mrs. Murn l
V «(*«««■ Aehunlr» th. «,#«». thnt ./.I 'Hi
,.
° hour" more than iwas bred generations back and we round-table discussions under di- phy's chowder? Due to her dexterity with the
/V. Stevens, debunks the notion that COl- «0 gallons of show mein and 36' see them, who were used to tailored
rection of four members of the pot and the pan, and without the aid of a
leguins are predominantly red.
I pounds of rice are sold.
suits, women in silk, and ..tin

Editors On C. A. A....

- The American Dream -

And then the Sultan says, he says, "fine, now
the first one who tells me the color of his own
fez will be prime minister." Long pause, and
hen the winner. That's all. Now it's your
:urn. Who got the job?

• •••••

I think Max Lerner has a good line here.
He writes, "Fascism is impossible in any country unless the road has been prepared for it
through three developements—economic collapse, political paralysis, and psychological
hysteria." This seems to make the post-war
period look pretty good for Facism—or am I
a fifth columnist?
This one from Mussolini. And about plebi■Citea, "If 24 million "noes" wete to be deposited in the urns, it would mean that the
mass of electors had been siezed by a collective folly. All the more reason why the wise
should remain at their posts of command! . ..
A revolution may consent to be endorsed by a
plebiscite, but never to be overthrown by it."
Why can't our politicians be as candid?
I've made up my mind. If America MM to
war, I'm going to be a dollar-a-yeur man. It
pays, really. Now I figure that if I can get
in on this business of awarding contracts . . .
well after all, surely you don't expect DO to
live on a dollar a year. And miyway I can
wait. First I steer some juicy contracts to
the right people, and then after this all b!ow>
over, I send in my bill—-"for services rentlt'lVcl."

I can't figure out why there should be any
strikes in the defense industry. I thought
they were getting cost plus ten per cent. If
so, why squawk about wages. Higher wages
increase costs and hence make for a bigger
profit. It seems to me that I would insist
on a minimum of five dollars an hour.

• ••*••

I got a theory about women. You see. it's
like this: Take a woman, any woman . . . Oh,
I'm sorry, I've used all my allotted space.

On The Social Side

At The
Local Cinema
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swer to the hysterical is that Mexico simply
does not enjoy the type of culture that will
nurture imported political and economic dogma.
Should the Mexicans become more demo,
cratic in their politics it is only that the
masses of people are seeking escape from
feudal, aristocratic and military appression.
The Cardenas regime of the past six years
is in its essence the embodiement of this idea
of the liberation of the dominated majority
by gradual, planned legal methods.
If the collegiate critics are willing to accept the Mexican program and agree that it
pretty much savors of democracy, then they
had better start investigating foreign activities, which are threatening this program.
If not totally blind they might be able to sec
that the United States, through the pressure
of imperialistic-minded big husinesa men is
engaging in just activities
Must I conclude that the Federal Government is ready to encourage, may hack. Indigenous Mexican fascists to regain control of
Mexican politics, to nullify the gains of the
Six Year Plan, to permit unHsceneed foreign
exploitation of the country's'resources? Is this
to be the role of a nation whose self Imposed
roiton (/'. (., is to keep the tires of the demo
cratic spirit ablate? These questions I wish
the closc-to-th.-sail collegiate editors would
answer.

The Spigot

Enrollment In
Spanish Rises

By ROBERT HABKNSTEIN

By
JESSE
MITTLEMAN

nation which was unique among chowders.
Unless a chemical analysis of the mixture
were made, the presence of overalls could not
be definitely ascertained. However, as many
other articles were suspected present in her
chowder, it is safe to assume, at any rate for
the purpose of this survey, that an overall was
present therein.
.To get on with the question, who put it
there? Now here we are confronted with
several possibilities. Mrs. M. may have put
it there as a sort of filler. Not taking Home
Ec, we are at a loss to explain just what a filler is, but you may take it for what its worth,
which isn't much. Perhaps she tired of the
same old chowder, chowder, chowder, day in
and day out. and so she thought that the overalls would vary the flavor. Then again, maybe she waa just boiling the overalls preparatory to washing them, and somehow the chowder got mixed in the same tub. On the other
hand, someone wishing to discredit the fair
and uprighteous name of Murphy, may have
slipped in the overalls, in the fiendish hope
that this would spell her doom as a chowder
maker.
And so, faithful reader, after painstaking
research, the Spigot Super-Survey gives you
these theories as possible solutions to that
perennial question, "Who put the overalls in
Mrs. Murphy's chowder?" If you have any
pet solutions of your own, let us know about
them, so that we may enlighten the rest of the
student body. And if you have any uninteresting question worthy of investigation by the
Spigot Super-Survey, do not hesitate to take
advantage of our offer to search in every nook
and crany until we eke out an answer.
THE LAST DROP . . .
The knee sock situation is rapidly becoming
acute . . . according to the Feb. 3 issue of Life
msgarine, the latest thing is brightly colored,
ABOVE the knee socks, of wool or lisle, with
a screwy weave ... to say that they are unat-
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Rampaging Scots Here For Game Tomorrow Nigh
Cagers Bag Falcon Mermen Entertain
Coxmen Drop
2 Victories
Ohio Wesleyan, Wittenberg c'ose <£"•J°
Case Haiders
Last Week
Findlay And Hiram Are
Victims; Season's
Record Evened
Bowling Green's basketball
team climbed back into the
.500 mark last week-end as
they edged the Findlay Oilers
35-34 in a thriller here, Thursday and then submerged Miriam 47-36 Saturday evening on

Tough Week-End Foes Block Brown And Orange
"Big Four" Get Six Firsts
Splashmen's Endeavors To Bounce
But Scientists Win
Back Into Win Column
Meet, 38-37
Coach Budd Cox's Falcon mermen will be endeavoring
Although they swept six out
to bounce back into the win column this week-end when they of nine first places, the Unientertain the tankmen from Ohio Wesleyan and Whitten- versity swimmers dropped a
heartbreaker to Case School
burg on successive days.
School of Applied Science in
After losing two heartbreakers on successive times out the local pool Saturday eve:;s to 37.
to the Concord Teachers and to the Case Scientists, the Fal- ning
Leading up to the final event on
con tankstcrs will be more than •
the program, the Falcon swimmers,

Hurons, Tar Heels Also
Listed On Weekly Can
Has Fine
Scot's Father.. j) Wooster
Record, Flashy
Players

Son Combine..

runs Green's fitfhtinK;
Howling
is play host to Wooster's
Falcons
Scots and the Hurons of Mich-I
■trail Normal, and then travel
to Toledo to meet the sky-:
scraper quintet of DeSules

College for this week's seheduh' '
Wooster's powerful Scots will
invade the Falcon lair tomorrow
the Hiram court.
evening, bringing with them one
of the ftltesl records in the Ohio
Coach Landis used only two! The Bishops of Ohio Wesleyan <
il
vripc<i
i>ut
wnen
,ne
Tecn
i
i
,is
Conference.
Ten men are left
will
bring
a
veteran
outfit
to
town
starting regulars in the Findlay
from last year's flashy ■quad
came from behind anil swept the
battle as three starters anil four on Friday night. Heading the list
Which power housed its way to 14
1400 relay in a close finish.
first string reserves rode the bench of splashers from Deleware will
conference victories, losing only to
Both Doane and Greet hum won
be
Flicklinger,
Wasson
and
Otis
Sophomores
Maintain
for recent infraction of training
Ohio State and DuqUNIM during
I two events and along with RobertCOACH MOSE HOLE
in the free style events: Wasson in
the entire campaign.
Last year
| son anil Ostheimer garnered all but
Torrid Pace In
rules.
the Black and White cngers handPictured above ift Erneit "Moio'1
| one of the Falcon points.
the back stroke; Shaw in the breast
Loop
Race
The Landismen trailed most of
Hole, Wooiter baaketball mentorj
ed the Brood a 46-38 defeat
As has been the case in most of
stroke and Gauthier in the diving
thn ball game but always stayed even^
whole ton (at left) tiara aa Scotf
Scott Have Six Wins
their defeats, the inability to place
Play in the Intcrrlnas league
So far this season, the Scota captain and leading icorer. Hole
within easy striking distance. At
.„ last yeBr-9 mect| tne second
in second and third positions cost
continues this week with three the local splashers their fourth' setPUDGE HOLE
have piled up six wins, Including Sr. alao tilled the aama positions of|
tho half the score favored the Oil- (in the history of the sport for the games being scheduled.
Miami, Keloit, John Carroll, cKnt captain and ace tcorer lomo twenty
back of the season.
ers 21-18.
Falcons, the Battling Bishops
Above it Gilbert "Pudge" Hole, State. Ashland, and a 76-18 vic- yrar. ago at Wooiter College.
The Juniors will meet the FreshThe
seasons
record
finds
the
CoxWith nine minutes left in the swamped the Brood by a lopsided men Monday at 7 p. m.
Both men victorious over Toledo Y', Ak- ■on of the Wooiter ba.ketball tory over Hiram. Their three last's
ball game, Buckenmeyer left the!61-24 score,
teams have yet to win their first
coach. Young Hole, team captain have been ehalkeil up to Diupicsnc,
game on fouls as the Falcons
Wittenberg, who will come here game. The Freshies should snap ron Y', Kent State, Fenn, and Akron University, while they have and top scorer, hat been unable to Ohio Weslayun, nnd Otterbein.
trailed 29-23 but two quick baskets Saturday has been rolling along
The big question mark in Woosout of « and chalk up their first j dropped decisions to the powerful play in the last four game*, owing
cut this to" 32-30. Wayne Rudy's at a good pace in the swim sport victory, however, it will be no upKenyon College squad, Wooster, to a severe knee injury teceived ter's designs on the conference
left handed shot tied the ball game this year, numbering among its set if the third year men win.
crown is captain "Pudge" Hole,
Concord State, and last night** tilt
George T. Cortcllo, field repre-l
up at 33 all when Sherman's under victims the natators of Ohio Uniin the Kent State battle. If Hole) m of Coach Moae Hole, whose
Making up a postponed game with the ClevelnmUtcs.
basket shot gave the Falcons their versity. On the night before the
can garner 32 more points this I point-garnering career was cut scntutive of the first aid and life!
these
two
teams
will
also
meet
Next
week
will
find
the
Falcon's
saving service of the American!
sixth win.
Concord team swam here they topThursday in the preliminary to the entertaining Ohio Wesley an and season, he will be the third Wooster | short in the recent Kent State lied Cross, is on the Bowling I
Johnnie Howard, former Find- ped the Lutherans by about the Falcon-Wooster game.
Whittenborg on Friday and Satur- eager ever to score 500 points in game, when Joe Price, rangy Flash Green State University campus to I
lay high product garnered 14 points same score as they beat the FalThe prelim to the Bowling Green day nights, respectively.
three years of varsity competition. forward, fouled him, wrenching give courses relative to instruc-l
for Findlay while Phil Ricketts cons.
Hole's knee severely.
Since his
-Michigan Normal clash Saturday
netted 11 for the Falcon cause.
leading the Springfielders will finds the league leading sophs takinjury, Hole has been working out tiou in first uid work soon, accord-j
carefully, with his knee encased in ing to an announcement released |
The Falcons started off to a be Lemkuhl, Davey, and Newling ing on the Freshmen.
The last
yards of adhesive tape, but has not this week by Coach Budd Cox.
fast lead against Hiram which in the free atyle events; Sleven meeting of these teams produced
Costello, who has been active in I
played in the last four games. As
they held for the entire game. The in the back stroke; Gilrea in the a 28-26 win for the Sophs., with
captain and scoring ace, Hole is Red Cross first aid and life saving j
same lineup that won the Findlay breast stroke and Dansey in the issue being decided only in the
undoubtedly the most valuable man work for over ten years, will bo |
game played the first half when diving.
final minutes of play.
Striving
on the sqund, so Wooster may bo making his second visit to this camthe first stringers put in their
Last year the Lutherans defeated to keep their record unblemished
sadly handicapped if his injured pus. Last spring he was here as I
appearance. The Bee Gees held the Falcons in a close contest at the Sophs will be a tough team to
When the powerful Wooster
knee does not respond to treatment. an official examiner and gave the|
a three point advantage at half Springfield by a 49-26 count.
beat.
tests to the life saving classes.
Probable Starting Line-up
time.
Last weeks games saw the Sen- College basketballers invade
Coach Cox will spend the rest
the local Kym tomorrow nijrht
The Scots suffered another blow The classes in first aid were slated I
Ricketts again led the Brown of the week endeavoring to unearth iors edge a fighting Junior team for an Onio Conference ca°re
when Jimmy Weaver, fast little to commence with the beginning of I
and Orange with 11 counters, close- some second place winners in his 28-27 and the Sophs hand the (fame, it will be the final home
guurd, dropped out of school at the second semester schedules on Feb. I
Seniors
a
22-11
shellacking.
ly followed by Johnson with 9. squad roster to furnish support
They are open to personal
of Dick Gernert,
end of the first semester, leaving 8.
The Sophs, trailing by one point appearance
Logan, Hiram rangy center, tal- for his "liig Four" of Captain
flashy Scot - forward, against
the team with only two veteran working for ratings In first aid I
at
halftime,
came
back
fighting
to
lied IB points.
Jack Doane, Bob Osthimer, Don
work.
Brown and Orange athletic teams.
guards.
rack up 12 points the second half.
The Falcon record now tallies Greetham and Norm Robertson.
Dick, who is the son of Dr. and
Mose Hole will probably put
Benjamin
led
the
Sophomore
atup with 7 wins in 14 starts while
Mrs. W. H. Gernert of this city,
The meets will start at 8 p. m.
Students
best foot forward, starting Dick
they have split ten of these with and admittance may be gained by tack while Budd topped the Sen- will be winding up his collegiate
For Fine Baked Goods
Gernert. Bowling Green product,
iors.
activity cards.
Conference opponents.
eligibility this spring ant) this is
Try the
ami Pudge Hole at forwurd. If
tho last sports event carded beHole is still unable to play, either
ROSS BAKERY
tween the two schools before fall.
Jim Blackwood- or Harry Richer
248 N .Main St.
Dick is a graduate of the local high
1
will start in his place. At center
school, where he excelled in four
[will he towering Frank (irenart. .-■■^■■-.-■-•■-■^^•^^-■V.r^r^V^V^^^^A
sports.
He was a teammate of
three year hoop veteran.
The
1
AND
two of the star Falcon guards, Don
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 10c when pre.guards comprise Coach Hols' chief
Patterson
nnd
Don
Mason.
And
headaches,
however,
he
will
proI sented at the Corey Roller Rink, 246 S. Main
it may be that the two Dons may
Ibably give the noil to Karl "Killer"
St., together with your Ac. Card
have an opportunity fh try their
Kate, the pugilist of the gridiron
By PAULINE
stuff agaist Dick tomorrow night.
and hardwoods, and Boh Black.
We have the latest
Re serves are three deep for the
To date Dick has yiven a good
QEfZHS&T
record! . . Victor,
Thin leeik MM introduce l'uiiliiii account* of himself in encounters year, in a game played here, he for ward slots, lint the guards and
Aesehliman an the nueemmir tu against the Fnlenns. This fall'he whipped nine counters through the centers are practically non-existen1
Columbia,
Decca,
except
for
the
regulars.
captained
and
played
end
on
the
meshes to materially aid in the
Yiriiinin Patterson as the utitff
Hurons. Sailor* Stronger
Last
OKey,
Bluebird
iminhii' to rvrer leoim ir's Sports. Scot's football team that the Ocker- Brood's downfall. 48-40.
Saturday night the Landismen
So im ice leelenine Pauline go men delated, 26-14. Hi' scored one year in a game played at Wooster
.
Skating 7:30 to 11:00
ho tallied Hi points to help top the will entertain their old rivals, the
shall lee thank Virginia for a goad of the Scot's touchdowns.
"i lome in :nnl look around.
Hurons.
Last year the Brood
On the hardwoods Dick has heen. Falcons. -1(1 \\'.\.
job ni II dime.
"Where Good Friends Meet"
If wo haven't what you
Although definite plans have not during the last three years, one of j This year he has teamed with pounded out a 39 28 victory qvei
the reasons for Wooster's fine re-|Captnin Pudge Dole at Hie for- the Michigan Normal quintet a'
want, we'll order it."
been completed for tIn* activities
Vpsilanti. This season, the Hurof the women's physical education cord it) Ohio competition. Against ward positions on the Wooster
ons
are
reported
to
he
a
hit
strongEAT—
during tho new term, a rough draft the Falcons ho has been exception-i team that is making a rucce-sful er tha last year, having walloped
Start the Second
ally rugged.
In his sophomore defense of their conference title.
CAIN'S
been drawn up.
Western State which scored the
semester right by > I hasYesterday
at 4 p. ni. the new
upset of the lear last week ill
North Main St.
Marcelle Potato Chips
i ] season of intramural basketball,
patronizing
downing Toledo University's "un
On All Occ*»ioni
which will last only four or five
beatable" Rockets.
weeks, was organized. The comTuesduy night will find the
petition will now be among teams
Brood in a naval engagement with
organized on a class basis instead
the rangy DeSales outfit in Tofor delicious
of among selected teams. Phyllis
Crystals fitted while
Although the freshman swim- Kinley, respectively, have been ledo. Last year, Bowling Green
Quality • Economy
Candies . . Fountain
Faublc will continue as heud of
ming squad was not officially turning in consistently good times trounced the Sailors 61-38 in Unithis
spurt
and
the
officials
will
be
Service . . Toasted
• versity gym. This year, a much
The Best in Dairy
picked from the physical education organized until the second semester, in the free-style events.
you wait.
Improved crew of DeSales lads
Sandwiches
four or five of the yearling mermen
major and minor students.
will have the advantage of playProducts
have
been
working
out
daily
in
the
Phyllis Faube has been re-electing on their own floor in WestminVarsity Club To Sponsor
They are always
ed head of intramural basketball University pool.
Paul Stark, first year backstroke
Wrestling Tournament ister gym.
delicious
for the 1941-31 season.
For all three games, Coach I*anOn Mondays and Wednesdays at speedster from Adrian, Michigan,
dis may start his customary quinJEWELER
4 p. m. the floors have been re- has had more than six years extet
of Captain Dewey Johnson and
The Varsity Club will sponsor
served exclusively for badminton, perience in organized team swim115
West
Wooster St
Phil
Ricketts
at
forward,
big
Mike
under Ora May Waterhouse as the ming. His best high school time a wrestling tournament similar to
Marko at center, and Mike ICish
head, and for volleyball intramur- for the 100-yard backstroke was the boxing tournament concluded and Don Mason at guard.
als and tournaments. Julia Dun- 1:10.2. Stark was captain of the before vacation, according to a
ham is the head of volleyball. Ev- Adrian swimming team his last statement from Trainer Joe GlanTry Tha
This coupon presented with
TUXEDOS FOR HIRE
eryone is urged to sign up for two years in high school.
30c will cleaa and press a
HOME
der. For the past several weeks, |
Don
Brill,
Canton
McKinley
pro$2.00
Member Faderal ReierTa
these sports now and the entrance
pair of trousers, skirt or
Glander has been instructing a
RESTAURANT
duct,
is
undoubtedly
the
beat
diver
is open to all four classes.
sweater.
LEHMAN'S
Systaaa
group of men in the fundamentals
For
The annual W. A. A. state con- ever to enroll here. Brill is ,a
of collegiate wrestling, which, in
Dalicioui Hone Cookad
Cleaners and Tailors
Home Laundry and
ference, which is in April, is being transfer student from Ohio UniMeals
the
near
future,
may
become
an
175
N.
Main
St.
Dependable Cleaners
held at Muskingum College this versity, but conference rulings intercollegiate sport at Bowling
year. In the past Bowling Green force him to spend two semesters Green.
yV^^W\^A.V^^^AAA^^A^AAAAA^^SrtrfV^%A^rtrt^WWWVWS*
has always sent a delegation to it on the freshman squad.
Bill
Hardman
has
turned
in
In
addition,
Glander
stated
that
and plans are being made for it
times approaching the pool record there is a lack of material in the
this year.
Member Federal Dapo.it
At this conference girls from in the 200-yard breast stroke. He lighter weight divisions. All men
Serves delicious Hot colleges all over the state get to- has had four years prep school ex- interested in this sport should re■■•■ranee Corp.
port to Joe Glander in the gymnagether to exchange ideas, receive perience.
Lunches
Nick Sandoff and Walt Sautter, sium.
new inspirations and hash over old
Coire in and meet your
and new systems. The current from Toledo Scott, and Canton Mcfriends, relax, *nd warm
Wimpy Says—
up.
topic of this year's conference will
Complete
selection
of
be that of doing away with the
This
coupon
and
"The lies* thai com*," the
point and award system in order
Take it from a guy
Gilbert & Whitman
■ Indent .aid, to .peak of
to get girls to participate in acmany thing,; the Chile, the
Valentine'
Candy
who knows.
Giant
tivities
merely
because
they
like
Hot Chocolate, the S.ndgood for a 15c Toaated I
to.
Hamburgers are the
Sandwich with Potato Chipa .
wiche., AND tho .enice at
or a Hot Fudge Sundae I
best in town. Come
Deluxe—
I
HOLLAND DAIRY
WED.—THUR.—FR1.
down to the Dining
CLOTHES
STORE
Fab. 6—6—7
|
Car and try one.
NEED
SANDWICHES
Hamburger
Sc and lOe
FLXIN?
Ham Salad
10c
Next to Ford Motor Sales
GREINER SHOP
T«na Fish Salad
__10e
Try Onr Window Service
(Next door to Cla-Zel)
142 W. Wooster
Choee.
10c
ready to register a couple on the Illr,lr_..a FtTksri
right side of the record.
JUniOrS, I

Class Teams To
Mpf»t Thursday'

led by the "Big Four." Captain
Jack Doane, Norm Robertson. Don
Grocthnm, and Bob Ostheimer. established an early lead only to see

» '' "

Costello To Give
First Aid Worl

Bee Gee Boy Shines For Scots;
Former Teammate of 2 Falcons

SPECIAL! To B. G. Students Only!

Thursday, Feb. 6

!

s

HORT

Swing Cats!

LACK

COREY ROLLER RINK

LION STORE

THE PURITY

MODEL
DAIRY

Bank Of
Wood County

N. S. CROSBY

THE PURITY

ISALY'S

ISALY'S
DAIRY STORE

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop

PROMISING GROUP OF FRESHMEN
SPLASHERS HOLD DAILY WORK OUTS

(riant Hamburg

9c

25c to $2

LABEY'S
SWEETSHOP

Roger's Bros.
Drug Store

BEE GEE NEWS

PAGE 4
Today The American
Girl WanU Proof
When She Buys—
—Proof thai th« it (citing
quality merchandise and the
beat value for her money.
She buy* Gotham Gold Stripe
Hosiery
for 79c and $1

Bon Ton Hat
Shop
2nd floor of Prieur's H«.wc

Individual Coiffure

Monty's
Beauty Salon
Shampoo and Win
SOc
Manicure
SOc
Permanent.
$1.50 I. $10

Dial 2611
Remember your Sweetheart
with flower, for Valentine's
Day.

BRIGHAM'S
FLORAL SHOP
174 S. Main St,

THE

Genevieve Shop
ANNOUNCES

A new line of spring
styles in Sweaters,
Dresses, Blouses, and
Skirts for the co-ed.
123 West Wooster St.

The LYRIC
Adulti (all time.) 20c
WED.-THUR.
FEB. 5-6
Pat O'Brien, Qale Pane in
"Knute Rockne - All
American"
FRI.SAT.
FEB. 7-8
Open 2:15 Sat.
Johnny Mack Brown in
"Boss Of Boullion

City"
Plu. "Kinf of The Royal
Mounted"
SUN.-MON.

FEB. 9-10

Open '_':..r> Sun.

Warren William, Franeofl
Robinson in
"Lone Wolf Keep* a

Date"
TUE.-WED.THUR.
FEB. 1112-13
Ronald Column in
"Lost Horizon"

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5. 1941

Epidemic Over;
Knape Appointed
BASKETBALL GAMES CROWD SOCIAL FluCases
Reduced To Four
To Naval Academy
CALENDAR; NICKEI.ODIAN SATURDAY
Exams are over and another semester has dawned on
Bowling Green's campus. All of us should be baqk feeling
full of the old vim, vigor and vitality and ready for new
classes, a few new faces, and, of course, the social life at
Bowling Green. We admit that the first week doesn't look
too promising, but that is due to the fact that three basketball games for thin week crowded*——;
crowded
,
milting ware diePlant I
any social life right out of the piccusscdat
the
last aemester meeting
turc. Tomorrow evening the Falcons meet Wooster und Sat. cve- of the SKOL Sorority. The aninntr Michigan State Normal. Both nual Art School Party will be held
I (fames will be played here, and in after the senior girls return from
nil probability, a nickelodian will teaching. Committees for the affollow Saturday's game. So we're tTair will be appointed soon.
certain that such will suffice for the
Ruth Alliion Wjl elected presiweek end. Anyway, didn't we all
decide to study very diligently this dent of the QUILI. TYPF. Club
last week.
Robert Binau was
new semester?
chosen as vice president; Bemeice
secretary;
Meredith
Nine pledget took the 3rd degree Brauneck,
at a banquet at the Women's Club Cramer, treasurer; Helen Sturgon,
to become members of the COM- and Arlone Neidhart. chairman of
MONER fraternity.
They are: the program committee. No meetJoe Hague, Bob Mason, Art Lang, ing was held. Names of new memllarlan llorton, Hugh Nott, Ken bers will be released later. The
Window, Pr«d Whilkcr, George new officers will assume office at
the beginning of the second semDickey and Dwight Shawk.
ester.
An election of officers at the
same meeting reclcctcd Kd HorMembers of the Delhi Fraternity
vath vice president; elected James held a stag party recently for three
l.udwick to succeed Bill Cryer as members not returning for the
treasurer; and Bob Rice to suc- second semester.
Harold Bums
ceed James l.udwick as secretary. graduated and Bnyd Grubaugh,
These officers will serve during Howard Morrette, and William
the second semester, taking office Berry have enlisted in the Army
immediately.
Air Corps.
Earnest
Blake,
junior,
left
school with his wife, the former
The newly organized Episcopal
Fern Amsler, to live in Springfield, group on the campus were guests
Mass. where Blake will be employ- at a dinner party a week ago
ed in an armory.
Wednesday evening at the WoAlumnus Bob Baron is assisting man's Club. The group was formin the Commoner assembly pro- ed under the leadership of the
gram to be given Feb. 10 as part
Rev. Malcolm Ward of Saint
of the Student Council contest. Paul's Church, Maumee. Sponsors
This will be the first program in for the organization are Dr. Rea
the contest.
McCain and Mr. Kenneth CamHarold Wampler, employee of
eron. Arrangements were made
the Inter-Collegiate Tress, was a
for bi-monthly meetings of the
guest at the house laid w. ck-end. group . The first meeting wiill he
held sometime in February.
Freshmen girls were entertained
yesterday afternoon from I to 5
nt the S-Kay Sorority house with Bowling Green Makes
nn informal tea. A butFot nipper
Gang Busters Program
at 5:80 for members of the sorority followed. Ruth Vermilya and
Howling Green made Gang BusBather Burner were in charge of ters program last week on the un
the tea arrangements. Plans for identified youth who was murthe buffet nipper wire made by dered near Cygnet, Jan. 2.
Rosemary Patterson and llelean
The \v I County Republican,
publishers of the Bee Gee News,
Kasley.
Tho Five Brother Fraternity have been working with the counhouse on N. Main St. has nine new ty sheritT and prosecutor on the
Leslie Peever, bookkeeper,
occupants for the new semesler. case.
Oon Gretham, Ted Grignon, Joe conceived the idea of writing to
Fox, Harold Hohlow, Richard [Phillip H. Lord, director of the
Beck, Herschel Johnston. Naif (lung Ituster's program. The. reVance. Vaughn Krret and Henry sult was a broadcast using the inSquire will reside there for the re- formation sent by The Republican
and Kditor Marshall N. Sliotvr. in
mainder of the year.
a coast to coast hookup.
Although the broadcast did not
The new $80,000 henhouse :it
the University of Connecticut arc immediately solve the identity of
steambeated
and
tcrinitc-proof, the murdered youth, it has called
wit'n electric lights, hot and cold the attention of police organizarunning water and automatic tions throughout the country and
may ultimately lead to the identififountains
cation of the body which is still at
Peck Funeral Home on Bast Wooster street.

Figures released at the university health office and Shatzel Hall
infirmary reveal that the flu epidemic has passed for only a total
of four cases were reported, compared to 26 of the preceding week.
The number of respiratory cases
also took a drop from 160 the week
of Jan. 20-25 to 69 the week of
Jan. 27-31. Also, the total number
of students reporting to the health
office the past week was 127 as
compared to 306 the week before.
Two students, Mary Ix>u Mauerham for a cold, and Eileen LaRue
for the flu, were taken care of in
the Shatxel Hall infirmary. While
in the men's infirmary Allen Georgenson was the sole occupant because of the measles.

Varsity Quartet Sings
At Boy Scout Dinner
The varsity quartet sang at the
annual Roy Scout Appreciation
dinner of the Toledo Area council
held at the Commororc Perry hotel last Wednesday evening. The
speaker at this occasion was Harold Williams, of Providence, Rhode
Island, a member of the National
Scout council.
His subject was
"A Yankee Looks at America."
The quartet sang several numbers and was well received, according to Dr. E. C. Powell, who
was present at the dinner. The
members of the quartet are Dick
Jaynes, Walter McConnell, Meredith Cramer, and William Cryer.
Jaynes, McConnell, and Cryer were
also members of the quartet last
year. Helen Harrison accompanied
the group.

Eldon H. Knape, a sophomore in
Liberal Arts from Defiance, has
received an appointment to the
United States Naval academy at
Annapolis, Maryland, where he
plans to specialize in aeronautical
engineering and designing.
Knape, a graduate of Ridgeville
high school, where he starred in
basketball and dramatics, received
the appointment through Congressman Cliff Clevenger. He was one
of two aspirants to gain principal
appointments, ranking first in the
examinations held last October.
He is a member of Beta Gamma
Upsilon fraternity and enrolled
in the CAA flying course last
year, earning his private pilot's
license. He has built model airplaines and boats while in college,
and has majored in pre-engineering in preparation for an aeronautical career.
Knape will have third class
(sophomore) ranking at the Naval
Academy, as his credits earned
here have been accepted as satisfactory.
He will receive flying
instruction as part of his course.
He is the first member of his
family to seek a naval career. He
will finish the year here at the
university and enroll at Annapolis
in October.

The Lincoln library of the late
Valentine Bjorkman, comprising
more than 1,000 volumes, has been
acquired by Upsala college, East
Orange, N. J.

The CLA-ZEL

School Supplies
Note Books, Fillers
Zipper Cases

Open 2:15 Sat.-Sun.-Mon.

Candy

"The Ammonia System of Chemistry" will be discussed by George
John at the meeting of the Chemical Journal Club this evening at
7 o'clock in room 400 S.
By using liquified ammonia as
a solvent it is possible to study
certain solutions which cannot be
studied with water, the conventional solvent.
Certain metals,
such as sodium, react violenUy
with water, while they dissolve in
liquified ammonia and may be
studied.
The next meeting will be held
Feb. 19, with Mr. Fred T. Moore,
of Owens-Corning Fibreglass Corporation of Toledo, as the speaker.
He will show sound films and talk
on Fibreglass and its use.

VALENTINE
CARDS
COMPLETE SELECTION
FOR
EVERYONE

Friday 14th is
Valentine Day

Schr-idhatier's. Bakery it no-tad
for it> party delicacia*. When
you ar* pUnnig • party/—
l"

Ul.

SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY
LATEST
CAMPUS CO-ED
HAIR STYLES

Eileen
Beauty Shop
137 S. Enterprise

WAFFLES
MAPLE SYRUP
HOME MADE
PIE AND CAKE

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

HARVErS
Restaurant
128 W. Wooster
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For The Sweetest Girl.. MOTHER
and also

For Your Sweetheart

Students at New York city's municipal colleges last year contributed $972,000 in fees.

Rappaport's

Valentines
Party Goods
Greeting Cards
Novelties

Ammonia System Will
Be Discussed By John

WED.THUR.FRI.
Feb. 5-6-7
Jas. Stewart, Hedy Lamarr in

"Come Live With Me"
SAT.—Open 2:15— Feb. 8
On The Stage 11:45 P.M.

Dr. Silkini Ghost
Show"

Come in and look nrouud,
you are always welcome

"The Devil Bat"

Rappaport's

J KKATUKKS 2
Weaver Bros., Roy Rogers in

"For Everything"

"Arkansas Judge"
Also

A Variety of Extra Fancy
RED HEARTS—with ribbon and bows and
flowers
TIN FOIL HEARTS—(all colors) ribbon and
bows and flowers
SATIN HEARTS—(many colors) bows and
Corsages

"Where Did You Get
That Girl"

Be Sure And Come In and See

SUN.-MON.
Feb. 9-10
Open 2:15 Sun.
Humphrey Bogart, Idu
Lupino in
"High Sierra"

IT DOES NOT COST ANYTHING TO LOOK AT THEM

Rest wishes for the
• new semester

IDEAL
BEAUTY SHOP
IM Bail Wooster St.
DIAL 2231

Screen At (ruction

TUE.—Open 2:15—FEB. 11
HONOR GUEST NIGHT
LARGE CASH AWARD
John Barrymore and
Virginia Bruce in

"Invisible Woman"

Students! Here's The Place to Eat!

Our Large Displays

PURITY CONFECTIONERY
North Main Straat

PARROT RESTAURANT
Campus Store

^>/^^>^^<^>^^t^>^^^>^^^^i^^t^j^^^ari^>^>^^^jvv^^^^^^,^^^'^i^^vv^'^vv^

Lowien's Tea Room
(Next Door to the Parrot)

SPECIAL STUDENT LUNCHES 25c
10% discount on Meal Tickets. Also students
to board by the week on a 5 or 7 day basis.
We serve delicious Hot Chocolate

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE
THAT
x

\$atidft&

Broadway i N«W*lt SlOr
CAROL tlUCI

Piiee

PMee
Pee

Sheete

Fade

Per
M
SO

tylfifc?

Bo,

e

with name apace $0.30 $1.80
7102
with name apace
.30 1.80
7103
with name apace
.30 1.80
7104
With name apace
.30 1.80
710B
no
name
apace
.30 1.80
7106
no name (pace
.30 1.80
7107
with
name
apace
.30 1.80
7110
with name apace
.48 2.40
7U3A
with name apace
.80 2.70
7111
no name space
.80 2.70
7114
Other anaean up to 30 columns proportionately priced.
7102 Line, Canary Bond; B 7102 Line, Buff Bond.

to*1**

REPUBLICAN
134 Ea.,t Wooster

Dial R721

•

it's the milder better-tasting cigarette
. ... the smoker's cigarette
v^hesterfield has so many things a smoker likes
so well that it's just naturally called the smoker's
cigarette. You always enjoy Chesterfield's COOLER,
BETTER TASTE.. .and they're really MILDER—not strong
or harsh. Get yourself a pack of Chesterfields.

